
*Not available for third-party in all states
**For approval states and Canada

Plumbing isometrics
Electrical prints
Foundation design
Blocking plans

Installation manuals
Production drawings
Structural details
Individual components
     

Residential modular approvals*
Commercial modular approvals*
RV approvals
Park model approvals**
Manufactured housing*
Timber frame packages
Post frame packagesPost frame packages
Design using SIPs

Some of the services we provide are:
CAD SERVICES

Wouldn’t it be nice to have a CAD Service that can not only 
get your drawings to you, accurate and on-time, but also 
have access to a vast code library?

NTA’s CAD Services has that type of forward thinking. Our 
technicians work closely with our engineering and review 
departments - and that enables us to draw with intent to 
provide support right where you need it most. 

Our CAD department can work with your current third-party 
agency, engineering team or drafting technician - or we can 
pull a team together for you at NTA. This means we have the 
ability to tackel any project - big or small!

VALUE ADDED BENEFITS

Support where you need it most
CAD Services



For more information contact NTA:
574.773.7975 or visit: www.ntainc.com
Corporate Office:
305 N. Oakland Ave, PO Box 490
Nappanee, IN  46550

Official cover page
Plumbing plans
Floor plans

Electrical plans
Gas line layouts
12v calculations

NTA provides everything you need, and handles the paperwork! A
complete, custom submittal package includes:

COMPLETE PLAN APPROVAL

As a manufacturer of Recreational Vehicles, you know that certain states 
(and Canada) require state review and approval of RV plans. This 
approval process and model tracking can be confusing because it 
involves time consuming paperwork that is unique to each jurisdiction. 

Do you have trouble keeping track of RV code changes? What about 
renewal dates, and all the required paperwork? NTA has an automated 
tracking system that notifies us when a plan is going to expire - in plenty 
of time for re-submission. This ensures no plan will get overlooked. This 
simplifies the submittal process for you, giving you more time to focus on 
your product!

As a member of the NFPA, NTA stays up-to-date on code 
changes, and since we know how each state works, we can 
create a submittal plan tailored specifically to your needs. We 
can also work with your current listing agency to provide 
submittal packages to Canada!

CUSTOMIZED PLAN APPROVAL

EFFICIENT SUBMITTAL PROCESS

MOST UP-TO-DATE CODES

RV Plan Approval
CAD Services
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